Abstract : Space debris became one of the difficulties for mankind to utilize the space environment. Among the variable efforts to the debris problem, the development of technology for the active debris removal (ADR) is especially imperative. This paper is on the motion simulation of debris capture manipulator for ADR with large number of links. A lightweight actuator using hydrogen storage alloy is developed for use in outer space as an actuator for the manipulator. The controllable time with the extended resolved motion rate control was examined in the past study. In this paper, to research the motion of the debris in the interaction with the end-effector, a simple collision model for the special end-effector was established. The control law to lower the relative velocity after the impact is brought in, and the results have shown almost 90% of reduction regardless of the initial velocity of moving target debris. The proposed system will enable the system to capture the target debris more safely.
Introduction
Rapid growth of the space debris population is a mounting threat for the human community. According to the recent reports by NASA, the number of space debris larger than 10 cm in diameter is more than 16000 [1] . The space debris smaller than 1 cm in the Low-Earth Orbit (LEO) numbers up to 300,000 [2] . In the LEO, the crowded orbital slots and a growing population of non-cooperative objects in near-Earth space make the reality of the Kessler Syndrome: a collisional cascade process that could make the regions of near-Earth space unusable in the future [3] .
Efforts are underway to tackle the space debris problem. These efforts are roughly divided into four ways: (1) tracking debris by the observation and estimation to avoid collisions, (2) protecting against collisions of debris, (3) employing the Post Mission Disposal (PMD) technologies for future satellites, and (4) Active Debris Removal (ADR) of high-risk objects. In particular, the development of technology for the ADR is imperative. Actually, Liou et al. conclude that five large debris objects will have to be removed from LEO per year to maintain the population of the current debris [4] . Especially, the methods using the manipulation technology are suitable for capturing the high-risk sizable space debris.
In the past, there ware the projects using the roboticarm based capture [5] - [7] and projects using the flexiblecapture [8] . The robotic-arm based capture can grab the target debris solidly. However, the positions where the fingertips of the arm can grab are limited. Therefore, the attitude and orbital control for the debris-capture to approach and berth at the grabbing point of the target is difficult. On the other hand, the flexible-capture with a casting net and a harpoon can wrap the whole target. Therefore, there is no limit of the grabbing point. However, there is the problem that the grip power is low.
Therefore, Higuchi et al. proposed the removal and salvage debris-capture system with the super multi-link space manipulator [9] . This debris-capture has the flexibility and the high grip power by use of the new manipulator with the special actuator as shown in Fig. 1 . The basic motion of the capture system using this new manipulator is confirmed in this paper. The results of the paper have shown the importance of the relative velocity after the collision.
In the previous paper [14] , the reduction of the impact and the robustness after the collision was examined. The feasibility of the Extended Resolved Motion Rate Control (ERMRC) has been investigated with different proportional gains of the endeffector for a velocity of debris. In this paper, further investigation with a variable gain to make the system to have higher robustness against various incoming targets is explained.
Design Concept
In this study, we focus on the salvage system using a new manipulator. As the word "salvage" suggests, the system captures and collects debris and reuses the collected satellites. To capture the debris, there is need to design a flexible manipulator for the capturing. The capturing structure of octopuses is an inspiring mechanism in nature. Their unique flexible arms surround their target inside. Super multi-link structure is designed to realize these flexible arms. However, the mechanical actuators used in outer space are not light enough to be used for the flexible arms. Therefore, in this project, we use a new actuator that works in the outer space with very light weight and simple structure, the hydrogen storage alloy capsule-type micro actuator (HSA-CMA) [10] , [11] . Figure 1 shows the schematic image of HSA-CMA. The displacement is very small amongst each actuator, but since the actuator is very light, the actuator can be placed up to several hundred for each manipulator. The development of HSA-CMA lets us realize the super multi-link manipulator to imitate the flexible capturing motions of octopuses. The image of the manipulator with the actuator is shown in Fig. 2 . The system has 6 fingers and each finger has 15 joints. Each joint has one HSACMA to realize the flexible structure.
HSA-CMA cannot control the speed of deformation; in other words, HSA-CMA links cannot change input value. Thus, the motion of the fingers cannot be controlled. And then, controllable mechanical actuators are adopted as joints of the arm between the main satellite and the fingers. By controlling the arm properly, the arm can realize reduction of the impact at the collision. This is our debris capture system with the super multi-link manipulator space in this paper. 
Simulation Model

Kinematic Relations
The manipulator has one arm and several fingers connected to the main satellite. All parameters of the debris capture system can be derived from the kinematic and geometric relation. First, the kinematic relation of the main satellite and the arm is as follows. The positions of the arm links and arm joints are given as,
The velocity and angular velocity of the arm links are given as,
where the Jacobian matrices are derived by the rotation directions of the arm joints and the positions of the arm links and the joints,
When deriving the inertia tensor in the inertial frame, the following coordinate transformation are used:
These are the parameters of the main satellite and arms. Second, the kinematic relation of the base-link is derived as follows in the same manner:
These are the parameters of the base link. Finally, the kinematic relation of the finger links and the finger joints is derived as follow in the same manner:
These are the parameters of the fingers.
Momentum and Angular Momentum
The velocity and angular velocity of the main satellite are derived from the conservation law of momentum and angular momentum. The momentum of the debris capture system is given as
The angular momentum of the debris capture system is given as
These equations can be written in matrix form as
If the debris does not collide with the debris capture, Eq. (18) is always equaled to 0.
Equation (18) can be modified as
The Extended Resolved Motion Rate Control
The end-effector is large due to the several multi-link fingers to capture relatively large debris. Therefore, the reaction of the end effector cannot be ignored. The resolved motion rate control by using a generalized Jacobian matrix [12] is not enough to express this debris capture control. To reflect the reaction of the motion of several fingers, ERMRC is employed [13] . This control law can control the end-effector of the special debris capture with the reflection by the movement of super multi-link space manipulator. The control law for the end-effector to follow the moving target with closing the fingers is derived as the following equations.
First, Eq. (8) can be modified as 
Thus, the input angular velocity of the arm can be expressed asΦ
The second factor is the momentum and the angular momentum of the whole system. Basically, this factor is constant. Especially, without the initial momentum and the initial angular momentum, this factor is zero. However, with the collision or the thruster input, these are not constant. The third factor is the reaction of the motion of the fingers.
This control law is called the ERMRC. In this paper, a new control law which maximizes the ability of ERMRC, is shown with the use of the Fingers Sphere Model introduced in Section 4.
Fingers Sphere Model
The past paper researched the controllable time [13] , in which the end-effector can be controlled until the arm reaches to its movable limit, when the end-effector follows the moving target using the ERMRC. However, it is supposed that the control law makes the end-effector to synchronize the motion with debris only, so the impact of the collision is relatively large when the target collide with the debris capture system. Therefore, a new control law to lower the relative velocity between the debris and the fingers after the collision needs to be established. Hence, the Fingers Sphere Model was established to examine the impact between the finger and debris simultaneously.
In the model shown as Fig. 3 , the debris and the space surrounded by fingers are assumed as spheres. The sphere in the translucent Fig. 3 represents debris, the translucent sphere represents the space inside the finger and the rest of sphere is the base link that is attached to the debris capture system. The collision between the target and the finger is simulated as the collision between the sphere and the sphere. The schematic image of this model is shown in Fig. 4 . The debris sphere moves in the fingers sphere mounted on the base link sphere. This model simulates the change of the momentum and the angular momentum as the actual collision between the debris and the super multi-link space manipulator.
In the simulation using a discrete time model, it is hard to simulate the collision where and when the collision occurs in between the discrete time. In the model shown as Fig. 3 , the debris and the space surrounded by fingers are assumed as spheres. In this paper, the collision detection using the Fingers Sphere Model and continuous time method is used to determine exact timing and the position of the collision. In the simulation, the diameters of the figure sphere shrinks as the actuators close the finger. The sphere model will enable the system to approximate the rigid shapes of the debris and easily adapt the control laws that will be introduced in the following section.
First, the detection of the collision is mentioned. Equation (24) is the collision detection about the fingers sphere and the debris sphere. From Eq. (24) and Eq. (25), the collision occurs when the debris sphere hits the inside of the fingers, while the both spheres move from the start position of a discrete time step of the simulation C( f = 0) to the end of a single time step C( f = 1). This collision detection identifies the collision time and place.
where the constant values α, β and γ are decided as follows: Fig. 3 The schematic image of the Fingers Sphere Model. Fig. 4 The relation between the fingers sphere and the debris sphere at the collision.
If f in Eq. (24) has real number solution and the larger solution is between 0 and 1, the collision time t col and the collision place R cola , R cold in a time step of simulation δt are obtained as follows. Using this method, the position error in δt can be resolved.
Else, if Eq. (24) does not have real number solution or the larger solution is smaller than 0 or larger than 1, the collision does not occur in the discrete time step.
Second, the calculation of the exchange of the momentum and the angular momentum between the debris and the fingers sphere with the base link is shown. The schematic image of vector calculation of the two spheres collision is shown as Fig. 4 .
The norm of the vertical direction to the impact surface of the velocity of two spheres after the collision are shown as Eq. (27) by using the equation of the coefficient of restitution.
These norms of vertical direction vector of the velocityṘ to the impact surface s (Fig. 4) are changed from s d , s a to s d , s a by the impact due to the collision. The momentum and the angular momentum exchange of the debris and the fingers sphere including the base link is as follows:
Moreover, the changes of the momentum ΔP col b and the angular momentum ΔL col b give the impact to velocity of the main satellite which can be derived as Eq. (30). At this time, ΔP col b and ΔL col b were applied into Eq. (19). And thenΦ andΨ are equal to 0 because the debris capture was regarded as a rigid body at the collision.
Simulation Results
Simulation Condition
The parameters of the debris and the base link are shown in Tables 1 to 4 . The initial conditions are shown in Table 5 .
In this paper, the finger sphere model simulation is carried out under the conditions that the controllable distance is 0.580 m when only the ERMRC is used. The controllable distance is the movable limit of the end-effector derived from the equations.
Reducing the relative velocity is important to capture the debris. Therefore, to lower the velocity of the debris after the Table 1 Table 2 Parameters of the debris. Table 4 Parameters of the fingers. 
Parameters Units Values
m d kg 280 D I d kgm 2 ⎡ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣ 67.2 0 0 0 67.2 0 0 0 6 7 .2 ⎤ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎦AL I al kgm 2 ⎡ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣ 24.8 0 0 0 24.8 0 0 0 2 4 .8 ⎤ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎦ × 10 −2 S λ al1 − ⎡ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣ 1 0 0 ⎤ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎦ & ⎡ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣ 0 1 0 ⎤ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎦ S λ ali - ⎡ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣ 0 1 0 ⎤ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎦ S Ra j1 m ⎡ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣ 0.800 0 0 ⎤ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎦ limit a j1,2,na+1 deg ±85.0 limit a j deg ±175.0
limit f j deg ±175.0 Table 5 Initial conditions.
collision, the initial velocity of the base link is decided as follows. Equation (31) defines that the velocity of the base link is controlled to be 100 · k % of the debris' velocity. When the ERMRC is only used, k is 1.0. In the next two sections, the effect of k is investigated. If the relative velocity of the base link is small, in other words, k is large, the relative velocity of the debris after the collision is small. This will lead to reduction of the impact of the collision. However, the base link has the movable limit if the k is too large. Once the base link reaches to the movable limit, it cannot follow the debris after that. Therefore, the relative velocity after the collision becomes as same as the relative velocity when k = 1.00.
Simulation Results (k: constant)
From these reasons, excessive value and small value of k is not suitable for debris capture. Table 6 shows the relative velocity after the collision by use of the control law shown as Eq. (31) changing k. From the heuristic search simulations with various ks, we have found that k = 0.524 makes the relative velocity after the collision minimum as shown in Table 6 .
Simulation Results (k: variable)
In this section, to lower the relative velocity after the collision regardless of the initial velocity of target, the new control law Fig. 5 The relationship between the collision place and the relative velocity of the debris after the collision. Table 7 and Table 8 as κ 0 and κ 1 are determined heuristically in the case of every initial velocity of the target debris to have a margin so as not to make the arm links reach their limits. When the optimal value of k is determined, both the relative velocity and the movement distance (movdis) will be examined. The movement distance of the base link will give a reference for the base link to follow the debris after the collision for higher robustness to grasp the debris.
The reduction rate and the pulling rate are introduced as evaluation factors. The higher reduction rate leads to lower relative velocity after the collision compared to the incoming velocity of the debris. The higher pulling rate will lead to the higher mobility of the base link for higher robustness. Therefore, the control law when the reduction rate and the pulling rate are high in both the cases of V d int = 0.004 m/s, 0.01 m/s. It means that this control realizes both the reduction of the relative velocity and the robustness of the control after the collision regardless of the initial velocity of target debris.
pullingrate = movdis movdis max × 100 %.
(35) Figure 6 shows the comparison of the reduction rate in case of k = 1.00, k = 0.524, the exp-control and the inverse-control with the initial velocity of debris of |V d int | = 0.004 m/s, 0.01 m/s. From Fig. 6 , it is realized that the exp-control and the inversecontrol can reduce the relative velocity after the collision up to 80% to 90% regardless of the initial velocity of the target. Figure 7 shows the comparison of the pulling rate in case of k = 1.00, k = 0.524, the exp-control and the inverse-control with the initial velocity of debris of |V d int | = 0.004 m/s, 0.01 m/s. From Fig. 7 , the exp-control and the inverse-control will make the movement distance of the base link higher than that of k = 0.524 and as same as k = 1.00(ERMRC).
Comparing the exp-control to the inverse-control, both control laws are adopted to reduce the impact at the collision and earns time to the collision. Therefore, the effect of both controls are almost the same as in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . The reduction rate of the inverse-control is slightly higher than that of the exp-control. However the usability of two control laws is different. When the exp-control is used, the coefficients κ 0 and κ 1 had to be determined for the different cases of the different initial velocity of the target debris. Therefore, it can be said that the inverse-control has better usability than the exp-control with only one coefficient to be determined. Fig. 6 The comparison of the reduction rate by use of the control laws. Fig. 7 The comparison of the pulling rate by use of the control laws.
Conclusion
A feature of these control laws in this paper, the control law for debris-capture system with the flexibility and the high grip power with special actuator is introduced and examined. To realize the simulation of the debris capture system, the Fingers Sphere Model was brought in to approximate and calculate the exact timing and position of the impact.
The new control law of the end-effector of the capture, the exp-control and the inverse-control to lower the relative velocity after the collision between the fingers and the target debris was proposed. It was revealed that the exp-control and the inverse-control lowers the reduction rate and rises the pulling rate of the base-link. A feature of these control laws that lows reduction rate leads to the lower impact. And a feature of these control laws that rises pulling rate leads to the higher robustness of the control which is feasible for space debris capture. These control laws will enable the debris capture system to capture the debris more safely.
